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A MIXED BOUNDARY VÁHU PROBLEM FOR HEAT POTENTIALS 

(Preliminary communication) 

Ivan NITUIA, Praha 

Abstract: The applicability of the method of integral 
equations to" the mixed boundary value problem for the heat 
equation on the set DsO*^* * 2 ^ c ^ **8 investigated. No 
a priori smoothness restrictions on the boundary of the open 
set Del® are assumed. A weak characterization of the bound
ary condition is introduced. 
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Suppose that D is an arbitrary open subset of rf1 (m£ 1) 

having compact and non-void boundary dD, tr« < fg are real 

numbers, 1 » D^lr^, e2C and C « 0D * C*r̂ f'fc'gC • We deno

te by Sfr the Banach space of all finite signed Borel measu

res (Ct such that 1^1 (Rmtl\ C) « 0. In what follows, A will 

be a fixed non-negative element of Sir and with each $L € A* 

we associate the potentials 

IL^(z) « /G(SB -f )d^(f ), tl#^(z) * / OCf - z)d^Cf ). 

Here 0 denotes the well known kernel 

-m/2 u S „2 

G(z) » < 
0 

X 0 t z
ш+l*° 
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connected with the heat equation. 

Remark that 11^ satisfies the heat equation on the comp

lement of spt (A. * 

Given (U. a «fr f let Sb (p) denote the set of all 

infinitely differentiable functions f with compact sup

port contained in fi^n 2 - oo f t^C such that 

/ 1§> I It I ,aA dJl< OD . Since Up, and the partial de

rivatives 3* Up* (j « !,...,») are locally integrable it 

is meaningful to define the functional Tp, on aD,̂  (^) as 

follows: 

<cf,T^> «,£ igfA a^ur^cz) d j^ is) -

- U(U.(z) 3,-^y Cz)3 d2 • /y Uf4 dA . 

Consider for a moment a special case. Suppose that 

0D is a smooth hypersurface, B>Up, are uniformly con-

tinuous on E and A, is absolutely continuous with respect 

to the area measure 0 on C. Then the divergence theorem 

and the integration by parts (with respect to the time va

riable) yield 

<<r,t(*>-fc9-i T ^ + l f -r^ -« 

where n denotes the outer normal to I. 

We see that the functional Tp, represents a weak cha

racterization of the mixed boundary value condition. 

For smooth boundaries and classical boundary condi

tions, the boundary value problems for the heat equation 

were studied by potential-theoretic methods since the very 
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beginning of the century (for references see e.g. [3]). The 

same approach, however, is no longer applicable for general 

domains. The case of the second Fourier problem on non-regu

lar regions (which corresponds t© X = 0) was investigated 

in [13. The mixed boundary value problem for the Laplace 

equation with a weakly characterized boundary condition was 

treated in [23 (see also preceding papers published in Cze

choslovak Math. J. 22(1972), 312-324, 462-489). 

Now the following problem arises: Under what circumstan

ces is TQA, re presentable by means of an element of x> ? This 

means: When there is a i>^ « & such that < <$ ,Tp > « 

= ( y , ^ ) whenever 33 i <5t (^) ? To give the answer, we 

shall recall the following notion introduce! by J. Rra!i in 

1966 (cf, [13). If Self is t segment, then x e S is termed a 

hit of S on D provided each neighborhood of x meets both Sn Df 

S\D in a set of positive linear measure. Given xelP, r> 0 

and © i f «{z; t z 1 = 1} , denote by nr(xf 0 ) the number of 

all hits of 4 x + y 0 |0-<jD^rj onD and put 

vr(x) • C 6 (V ) 3 -1 / nr(x, 9 )d* (6 ) t 

k^ * lim •uo •..(x). 

Theorem 1. For every ô- e itr , T(W is representabk by 

means of a unique element of Sir if and onfy if k-j < OP and 
& the potential U X is bounded on C. 

If this condition holds, then Tyu can be identified 

with the representing measure and T: (*> \—* T^c appears to 

be a bounded linear operator on %* and we may formulate the 
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mixed boundary value problem as follows: Given *> € <tr f 

find a (U* e & with T^ » i> • 

Let I stand for the identity operator on *$* and oc be 

a real number. Denote by <£^ the distance of the operator 

T - oc I from the subspaee of compact operators acting on Ur 

and put 

^ ' J f b <*»« /'*'>• 
lo ts that i f a^-*.lf then the Mesz-Sehauder theory i s appl i 

cable to the equation T$& ** V on & . Using some resul t s 

ef C13, we have the following 

theorem 2« Let 9D » ^CH^x 1) and U A be continuous 

en B*1, • Then a^-^1 if and only if k < *p 

The important information about the kernel of T is con

tained in the following theorem whose proof is rather comp

licated* 

Theorem 3* Suppose that 

Ci) BD m acrf^Kf) and k^c $, 

Cii) U& and U*!fc are continuous on a***1. 

If t̂» « ̂  and T̂ t, « 0, then the potential VL^L is uniform

ly continuous on ($P n 3 t?lf tr̂  C )NC, 

Corollary.* The operator T is one-to-one on $£r • 

Combining this result with Theorem 2 we have the first 

part of the following 

Theorem 4« Assume Ci) and Cii). Then for every P e «£-

there is a uniquely determined ^ a fr such that T ^ * *> • 

If, moreover, 3, and >> have a density with respect to the 
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area measure on C, the same is true for ^ # 

fhe above results were presented on the Czechoslovak 

conference on differential equations and their applications 

(Iquadiff 4, Prague, August 1977). Sue proofs of the an

nounced theorems together with further related results and 

details and the corresponding bibliography are contained 

in a thesis submitted to the Faculty of Mathematics and Phy

sics (Charles University, Prague) and will be later publish

ed elsewhere. 
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